Outsmart
hungry deer.

TM

Plant what you want!

Plant what you want
and protect it with DeerTech!
Our program integrates patented ultrasound technology, a customized
approach, personalized services and industry-leading expertise.

How It Works
Our Three Circles of Protection are proven to effectively protect valuable shrubs and
plants from hungry deer. The patented combination of sound, treatment, and switching
things up is far more effective than fencing or treatments alone.
H
	Sound

Patented units emit ultrasonic sounds, unnoticeable to humans, but piercing to deer.
The sound prevents them from hearing anything else, including predators, which
makes them feel unsafe and encourages them to move on.
H

Treatment
DeerTech’s proprietary treatment program was developed in conjunction with a
wildlife biologist. The program incorporates a series of organic solutions comprised
of natural ingredients that add to the deer’s feeling of unease.
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Switch
Deer are smart and able to adapt. While the combination of sounds and treatments
does create an effective barrier, over time, some deer can learn to adapt to these
elements. So, for the best level of protection, we switch things up. DeerTech’s
specialists continually change things — incorporating new scents, sounds and
positioning to keep deer off balance.

	Each customized program is based on extensive knowledge of deer habits and
observations of how they act in and around each individual property.
	USA Today, The Wall Street Journal, The New York Times and many other local papers have acknowledged
DeerTech’s unique solution and recognized our team as ‘the’ deer deterrent expert.

“Before DeerTech we tried everything with no success. After having
the DeerTech system installed and
the monthly sprays, we have plants
we never imagined possible. Our
landscaping looks amazing, and was
recently featured in ‘Green Scene’,
the Pennsylvania Horticulture
Society magazine.”
- Mark and Paula S., Gladwyne, PA

“I had never been able to plant
tulips in the past without having them destroyed by deer. This
spring, I woke up every morning
to see if the tulips were still there
and they were. My azaleas have
also gone untouched.”
- Christine S., Greenwich, CT

“The service provided by your
Deer Advisor has been a major
part of a very positive experience
with your company. He has been
knowledgeable and diligent in
making sure we’re continuing to
have good results. He should be
commended.”
- Nadine L., South Salem, NY

Outsmart hungry deer.™
Call 1-800-GOT-DEER
(1-800-468-3337)

www.DeerTechUSA.com

